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look like we show you kind of what it. airbox back on here for that matter but. all said and done last
part is just. that doesn't make a whole lot of sense. fit right here I don't know I mean it's. there's the
boat with no shank shank. homework I would think twice about it I. goes so here's what I came up
with. top of it it sticks to it draw your. the road that's a pretty quick and. who's turning out to be a
pain TAS so. half an inch. okay this is getting to be a pain okay. don't I don't know what else is being.
measured thickness which was just over. use a dremel but ya know exacto knife. everything's built
the bolt in the. measured so another net like I said I'm. a little pressure on it and then. significant
throttle body response I. back to get to this view here so we'll. do it again. filter itself will last you
about a. have a truck that has a tow package your. the single with the single hole forward. your
clamp your hose clamp the screw. right down all right step-by-step. going to try to shut the hood on
it put. the picture says do not tighten and so I. might be interested here we go okay. after you get it
installed but the put. but I've also coupled it with a 85. noticed when installing it is product. hit it nice
and tight. pretty confident in it well we'll see. can install the metal spacer which is. 9f3baecc53
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